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ABSTRACT 

 

This research studies a case of one buyer and two suppliers with option contract with 

put and call option. Each of suppliers offers the contract with the related prices. Then, 

the retailer decides how much to order and places initial order and option quantity. 

When there exists updated the demand information, the retailer will adjust initial order 

by exercising option from the supplier that has more profitable option exercise price. To 

examine the contract, the mathematical models are developed. This research also studies 

the parameters of the model in numerical experiments. Through numerical experiments, 

this research finds that the retailer can take advantage from bidirectional option contract 

with two suppliers. However, the supplier with more profitable put exercise price faces 

the negative effect from this contract. 

 

Keywords: Put and call option, One buyer and two suppliers, Supply chain 

management, Single-period newsvendor problem, Supplier risk 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the study 

 

Nowadays, most of the retailers face a big problem of uncertainty in demand of 

consumer. Reducing lead time, time between order release and order receipt, can be a 

solution for this problem. However, this is still a challenge topic for many industries 

such as electronic industry, fashion apparel industry and food industry. Another solution 

for the industry to deal with this problem is to purchase products in advance based on 

forecast and keep them in inventory. This is an ordinary inventory system that was used 

in the past. However, this solution still has low efficiency to absorb consumer demand 

uncertainty. In principle, there is no way to match demand and supply perfectly. In order 

to increase the efficiency of supply chain, supply contract is a well-known and widely-

used solution. By sharing the risk between the retailer and the supplier, everyone’s 

profit can be increased. Option contract is a commonly used supply contract nowadays. 

It gives the retailer the right to buy, called call option, and the right to return, called put 

option, by paying for option reservation to the supplier. 

 

However, option contract is still incapable of dealing with supplier reliability risk, i.e., 

the risk of incapable to fulfill the order. Hence, the solution to reduce this risk with the 

use of multiple suppliers can be very useful for industries at present. 

 

1.2 Statement of the problems 

 

Long lead time and uncertainty in consumer demand raise the problem on how much to 

order to the retailers.  The ordinary inventory order policy still has a low efficiency to 

absorb consumer demand uncertainty. Therefore, option contract plays an important role 

of dealing with uncertainty in demand in supply chain aiming at higher efficiency. By 

using option contract, the retailer places the initial order based on the forecast in the first 

stage and has the right to adjust the initial order later. The put option will be employed 

to adjust the order downward while the call option will be used to adjust the order 

upward in the second stage, i.e., just before selling season. However, using only put 

option or call option can lead the retailer to shortage or over stock in an extreme 

scenario. Hence, the option contract with both put and call options is better in dealing 

with the risk.  

Option contract between one supplier and one retailer is a commonly used contract 

nowadays. However, the use of a single supplier in option contract cannot mitigate the 

supplier reliability risk. Our study aims to reduce this kind of risk by investigating the 

use of two suppliers for the same item. We believe that this option contract type can 

reduce the supplier reliability risk while can still excel in dealing with demand 

uncertainty. 

 

1.3 Objectives of the study 
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This thesis investigates the impact of using more than one supplier in option contract 

with put and call options. The problem addressed here is to help the retailer to split the 

order between the two suppliers to whom he has signed the option contract. The 

possibility of the option contract to allocate profit among the members of the supply 

chain will also be examined and compared with the single supplier contract type. 

 

1.4 Scope and limitations 

 

This paper studies a supply chain with the following characteristics: 

 The supply chain has one retailer and two supplier 

 The retailer signs option contracts to both suppliers 

 The retailer problem is a single period newsvendor problem 

 Demand information are known and shared to all parties.
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

This chapter presents a review of the literature related to supply contracts. The supply 

contracts vary in kinds such as option contract, mixed contract, mixed contract with spot 

market. 

 

2.1 Single newsvendor problem 

 

Newsvendor problem is the standard problem that the newspaper has to face to 

uncertainty in demand and decide how many copies he should order. Generally, the 

single newsvendor problem is to find an order that maximizes the expected profit under 

uncertainty between the retailer and supplier in one period of time. Many of research in 

supply contract use a single newsvendor problem as their standard problem in order to 

such as Wenbo Cai et al, Yingxue Zhao et al, A.Gomez Padill et al and Kurt J¨ ornsten 

et al. 

2.2 Supply contract 

 

Supply contract has been revised in many researches for its flexibility and effiency. It is 

a useful tool to deal with uncertainty in demand nowadays and has been proved their 

benefits by many researches such as Wenbo Cai et al. Their research study about the 

problem that has a supplier and a retailer who sells goods in a pre-sale season and a 

sales season. Unsold items can be sold as salvage and also there will be holding cost for 

inventory that carried from pre-sale season to sales season. The contract has minimum 

OQC at the beginning of each season or there will be penalty for each unit. In exchange, 

the supplier will offer an expedited-delivery option for additional purchase to satisfy the 

customer of retailer on time. They use a two-period newsvendor model for this problem. 

What they find out is that there exists a range of the expedited-delivery capacity that the 

supplier provides that benefits both supplier and retailer. But the range will depend on 

the cost of delivery and other terms ex. minimum OQC. Other thing is the penalty for 

decreasing order has to be much smaller than the cost of purchasing or the profit for 

both is lower than no contract.  

 

Kurt J¨ ornsten et al also studied to compare mix contract and real option contract. Real 

option has the right (but not force) to buy one unit of goods at a fixed price x. They 

conclude that the mix contract is better than real option contract only when the 

manufacturer is risk-averse because it can reduce more variance.  

 

Yingxue Zhao et al, also study about two-echelon supply chain, one manufacturer and 

one retailer with bidirectional option contract, put and call option. They develop initial 

order strategy and option purchasing strategy with general demand distribution and 

explore how contract strategy would be to have supply chain coordination. They also 

derived close-form expression for retailer optimal order strategy. The result shows that 
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it is unclear in which scenarios we should adopt high or low initial order. Also the 

convexity and concavity is the critical determinant for retailer’s decision making.  

 

2.3 Portfolio contract 

 

The intention to reduce supplier reliability risk becomes an objective in many researches 

in supply contract field. The method to reduce the risk is studied in many ways such as 

multiple suppliers, spot purchase and mixed strategy. 

 

The case of multiple suppliers can be studied in A.Gomez Padill et al 2009. They 

simulate the two supplier case for their supply contract. They analyzes the supply 

contract which contains option, buy back and wholesale price and also introduces a 

model to calculate the option premium and concludes that it is sure that the benefit from 

supply contract is better than none contract. They consider 2 cases (i) Multiple suppliers 

and (ii) One supplier with one retailer for both. They describe the sequence as a two-

stage decision making. The retailer first decides how much to order accord to the 

expected demand from the past information (period t-1). After that the retailer will 

decide how much to order from each supplier (Depends on unit available). Then receive 

units. And finally realizes the actual demand. After option introduced, they will have 

accurate demand from sharing information and then order the quantity from that 

demand. Also, they have divided the case into single supplier and multiple suppliers. 

From the simulation, it is sure that the benefit of them can be both increased by option 

contract. The option contract will also force the retailer and supplier to share the 

demand information in order to negotiate a conversion rate. 

 

Qi Fu et al also study about the supply options and their risk. They study about single 

period procurement which has a set of contingent options and spot market. The 

contingent option is a right to buy a product at discount rate of market price for buyer. 

The buyer also has to pay a unit reservation price for that right. The spot market is a 

market that we can buy the items with no lead time required. Their problem is a single 

period. The demand and the spot price are random. The spot price can be arbitrarily 

correlated with the demand. They consider 2 objectives. 1. Risk neutral (Risk-taking) 

2.Risk averse (CVaR). The problem for risk neutral is clear but the risk averse is not 

easy to get since there are multiple decision variables, random demand and spot price. 

So they work on finding tractable approximation for the objective function. They 

describe decision making into two stages like A.Gomez Padill et al 2009. For the risk-

neutral objective, they provide a set of optimality conditions and solve for the optimal 

procurement decision using line search method. For the CVaR objective, they propose a 

general framework to obtain an approximate problem and a heuristic approach to obtain 

the solution. The risk-neutral solution yet has large performance variability, especially 

when strong positive correlation exists between demand and spot price and can result in 

quite high worst case procurement cost while the CVaR solution has much more 

consistent performance, but the average performance needs to be sacrificed a bit.  
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In the same way as Qi Fu, Yasemin Merzifonluoglu et al also set the objective of their 

problem into risk neutral and risk averse(CVaR). Their portfolio consists of forward 

contract, option contract and spot purchase with the two-stage decision. The linear 

programing is used when there is a discrete distribution and non-linear programing is 

used when there is a normal distribution. The optimal solution is found along with the 

method and solution is suggested since there is no specify limitation for the customers. 

 

Jong Soo Kim et al, also emphasizes the important of multiple suppliers. Their paper 

focuses on a quantity flexibility contract through which two or more heterogeneous 

suppliers. The flexibility contract is to reserve a quantity for future periods and can be 

decreased or increased by a percentage from agreement. The mathematic model which 

is a linear programming model is developed in term of retailer perspective. A rolling-

horizon strategy which is a method in the areas of long-term scheduling of supply 

contracts is studied and suggested for efficiency of the contract. Their results indicated 

their method proved to be efficient, easy to use, reliable and can lower the costs 

considerably. The limitation of their approach from a theoretical point of view is that the 

method adopted in this paper cannot ensure global optimality of the solution found. 

 

When a retailer changes from one supplier to many suppliers, there are impacts that 

have to be considered. Claire Chambolle et al argue that rival retailers may choose to 

differentiate their supplying producers, even at the expense of downgrading the quality 

of the product offered to consumers, to improve their buyer power. They show that, 

through the differentiation of suppliers, a retailer may obtain a larger slice of a smaller 

pie, i.e, smaller bilateral joint profits. Thus, the impact of buyer power, as known as 

retailer power, should be considered. 

 

The method of mixed strategy between spot purchase and a long-term contract is studied 

in Shanling Li et al. In their paper, they consider a supply contracting problem in which 

the buyer firm faces non-stationary stochastic price and demand. First, they derive 

analytical results to compare two pure strategies: (i) periodically purchasing from the 

spot market; and (ii) a long-term contract with a single supplier. The results from the 

pure strategies show that the selection of suppliers can be complicated by many 

parameters affected by price uncertainty. They then develop a stochastic dynamic 

programming model to incorporate mixed strategies, purchasing commitments and 

contract cancellations. Computational results show that increases in price uncertainty 

favor long-term suppliers and increases in demand uncertainty favor short-term 

suppliers. By examining the two-way interactions of contract factors which are price, 

demand, purchasing bounds, learning and technology effect, salvage values, they 

noticed that when the learning and the technology improvement effect is high, the long-

term supplier becomes favorable. When the variability of both demand and price is high, 

the long-term suppliers are preferred. When cancellation of the contract is allowed, 

cancellation cost can play the leverage of the choice of the suppliers. 
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The risk measure is also an interesting in supply contract field. Some research focus on 

analyzing the risk and found interesting indicator such as Qunzhi Wand et al. They 

analyze the risks of introducing options, and find that even if providing a higher 

expected profit at the beginning of a planning horizon, supply contracts with options 

may have risks associated with a worse performance later compared with the traditional 

newsvendor contract model. They derive two important parameters for the buyer to 

estimate the risks of introducing options. One is a risk indicator that can show whether 

using options-based contract model has risks or not, and the other is a ratio to measure 

the probability of such risks. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 

This chapter will describe the mechanism of bidirectional option contract with multiple 

suppliers. 

 

3.1 Put and call option 

 

The call option contract allows the retailer to decrease the initial order quantity. On the 

other hand, the put option contract allows the retailer to increase the initial order 

quantity. Those options are used to deal with the risk of excess or shortage of inventory 

due to uncertainty of demand. It is needed to understand that the put and call option is 

the right but not obligation to increase or decrease the initial order. Hence, to deal with 

all possible scenarios both put and call options should be adopt. 

 

3.2 Sequence of events 

 

There are two stages in the decision making process: 

 The pre-selling season 

 At the beginning of the selling season 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Sequence of events 

The figure above shows the sequence of the events in the decision making process. 

First at the pre-selling season, the suppliers set the option price which is a price to pay 

for the right to adjust one unit either upwards or downwards and exercise price which is 
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a price to pay for one unit of product due to the option. Later, the retailer decides how 

much to order according to the expected demand from the past information and how 

much to buy the option quantities at an option price with each supplier. Then, at the 

beginning of selling season, the retailer will update their information and decide to 

increase or decrease the initial order quantities. The information will be shared between 

the retailer and the suppliers but not between suppliers. The retailer is also not allowed 

to adjust the order or return after that. 

 

3.3 Methodology 

 

Firstly, the literatures will be reviewed to understand the mechanism and to study 

supply contracts. Then, the profit functions of retailer and suppliers in the decentralized 

system will be developed. Next, the optimal decisions will be derived and analyzed. The 

solutions of both centralized and decentralized systems are then compared to help 

determine the condition of contract parameters such that coordination can be achieved. 

Numerical experiments are then conducted to illustrate the applicability of the proposed 

contract model. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are derived based on the 

results and experiments for future research. 

 

Figure 3.2 Method

1 

• Review of related literatures 

 

2 

• Develop profit functions of retailer and suppliers in the 
decentralized system 

3 
• Analyze the optimal decision of the retailer 

4 

• Compare the supply chain profits in both centralized and 
decentralized systems 

5 
• Numerical experiments 

6 
• Conclusions and recommendations 
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CHAPTER 4 

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

4.1 Notation 

 

This study focuses on a case of one buyer and two suppliers. An option contract with 

put and call option, bidirectional contract, is considered. The notations used in this study 

are shown as follows. 

 x  = Random variable of demand 

 f(.)  = Probability density function of demand 

 F(.) = Cumulative distribution function of demand 

     = initial order quantity (i=supplier 1, 2) 

 Q = Total initial order 

 p  = product sale price  

       = put exercise price (from option contract) (i=supplier 1, 2) 

       = call exercise price (from option contract) (i=supplier 1, 2) 

     = quantity of option purchased (i=supplier 1, 2) 

 v  = salvage value  

     = wholesale price (i=supplier 1, 2) 

     = option price (i=supplier 1 ,2) 

      = quantity of option exercised (i= supplier 1, 2) 

 g  = shortage value 

    = cost of production by supplier I (i= supplier 1, 2) 

   
  = retailer’s profit function at period t 

   
  = supplier’s profit function at period t 

 l = proportion of initial order from supplier 1 

 **0≤ l≤ 1 

It is noted that i is represented for supplier 1, 2 and l is a decision variable for proportion 

of initial order that order from supplier 1 which will represent the retailer’s intention to 

reduce supplier reliability risk. On the other hand, (1-l) will be proportion initial order 

that order from supplier 2. 

 

Figure 4.1 l decision variable 

 

4.2 Supply chain under the bidirectional contract 

 

In this section, option with put and call option, the bidirectional contract, will be 

considered and analyzed. In bidirectional contract, there are 2 stages to be considered. 
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First, the pre-selling season, the season for retailer order the initial order and option 

quantity. Second, the selling season which the demand is realized and option is 

exercised. 

4.2.1 Retailer’s profit 

 

Pre-selling season 

Cost of purchasing initial order = Wholesale Price1 * quantity S1 =      

+         

Cost of purchasing option = Option price1, 2 * option quantity1, 2 = (    ) + 

(    ) 

 

Selling season 

In this stage, the retailer can observe and realize the demand of the product. The realized 

demand will affect the quantity of exercised option. Therefore, there will be different 

case of situation which depends on the value of x. There are 4 cases of x. The range is 

between the value 0,        ,            and infinity. The possible case of x is 

considered as follows: 

 Case 1: 0 < x           

 Case 2:         < x     

 Case 3:   < x           

 Case 4:         < x 

 

In each case, the profit function can be derived as follows. 

Case 1: 0 < x           

In this case, the demand is less than the amount of initial order minus quantity of option. 

It means that the retailer will exercise the maximum amount of put option and receive 

refunds from each supplier. The leftover product after exercising option will be sold as 

salvage by the retailer. 

 

Figure 4.2 Realized demand between 0,         

Refund from put option = (Refund price from supplier 1*option quantity from 

supplier1) + (Refund price from supplier 2 * option quantity of from supplier2) 

= (       ) + (       ) 

Revenue from call option = 0 

Salvage value = Salvage price*Quantity after refund=              

Sales revenue = price*demand =   

Retailer’s profit = Refund from put + Salvage + Sales revenue =          
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Case 2:         < x     

In this case, the demand is less than initial order but not more than the initial order 

minus option quantity. Therefore, the retailer can exercise option from supplier 1 and 

supplier 2. The retailer does not bear salvage cost.  

 

Figure 4.3 Realized demand between        ,   

Refund from put option = (Refund price from supplier 1*exercised quantity 

from supplier 1) + (Refund price from supplier 2* exercised quantity from 

supplier 2) 

= (        ) + (        )  

Revenue from call option = 0 

Salvage value = 0 

 Sales revenue = price*demand =   

 Retailer’s profit = Refund from put + Salvage value + Sales revenue  

     =                        

Case 3:   < x            

In this case, the realized demand is more than initial order but not more than the total of 

initial order and option quantity.  The retailer can exercise call option from supplier 1 

and supplier 2.  

 

Figure 4.4 Realized demand between  ,         

 Refund from put option = 0 

 Cost from call option = (call exercise price from supplier i)(option exercised on 

S1+ option exercised on  S2) = (        ) + (        )  

 Salvage value = 0 

 Sales revenue = price*demand =    

 Retailer’s profit = Sales revenue – Cost from call option =              

        ) ] 

Case 4:         < x 

In this case, the realized demand is more than initial order plus option quantity. It means 

that the retailer will exercised maximum call option,      . The retailer also has to 

pay the shortage cost for the unsatisfied order. 
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Figure 4.5 Realized demand more than         

 Refund from put option =0 

 Cost from call option = (call exercise price1, 2)*(option quantity S1+option 

quantity S2)) =                    

 Salvage value = 0  

 Shortage value = Shortage value* shortage unit =               

Sales revenue = price*total product =   (  +  +  ) 

Retailer’s profit = Sales revenue – Cost from call option – shortage value = 

                                           

 

Optimal exercised option for supplier 1 and supplier 2 

 

Although the amount of exercised option depends on the retailer, but in order to 

maximize his profit, there will be an optimal amount of option to exercise in each case.  

 

Case 1: 0 < x           

In the first case, the retailer will have lower demand than initial order with put option. In 

order to maximize profit, the retailer will exercise total amount of the put option.  

   =    

    =    

Case 2:         < x     

In this case, the retailer has a lower demand than initial order but there will be an excess 

of put option from exercised so the priority of exercising option on each supplier must 

be considered. The strategy will depend on put exercise price,     , as following cases. 

Assume that          , then put option from supplier 1 is preferable 

This strategy will give first priority to exercise put option purchased from supplier 1 so 

the option from supplier 1 will be exercised first and later from supplier 2. 

   = min(   ,   )  

    = (   )       

Range of Q – x 

From         < x <     

We get 
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Case 2.1             or          

   = min(   ,   ) =     

    = (   ) – (   ) = 0 

Case 2.2                 or                

   = min(   ,   ) =    

    =         

Assume that          , then put option from supplier 2 is preferable 

This strategy will give first priority to exercise put option purchased from supplier 2 so 

the option from supplier 2 will be exercised first and later from supplier 1. 

   = (   )       

    = min(   ,   ) 

 

Range of Q – x 

From         < x       

We get  

            

 
 

Case 2.1             or          

   = (   )  (   ) = 0 

    =  min(Q – x,   ) =     

Case 2.2                 or                 

   =        

    =  min(Q – x,   ) =    

Case 3:   < x            

In this case, the retailer has demand higher than initial order but there will be an excess 

of call option from exercised so the priority of exercising option on each supplier must 

be considered. The strategy will depend on call exercise price,     , as following cases . 

Assume that          , then call option from supplier 1 is preferable 

This strategy will give first priority to exercise call option purchased from supplier 1 so 

the option from supplier 1 will be exercised first and later from supplier 2. 

    = min(   ,   ) 

     = (   )       

Range of x - Q 

From   < x            

We get 
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Case 3.1 If          or          

   = min(x   Q,   ) = x – Q 

    = (   )  (   ) = 0 

Case 3.2 If              or                

   = min(x   Q,   ) =    

    =        

Assume that          , then call option from supplier 2 is preferable 

This strategy will give first priority to exercise put option purchased from supplier 2 so 

the option from supplier 2 will be exercised first and later from supplier 1. 

    = (   )       

     = min(   ,   ) 

Range of x - Q 

From   < x           

We can get 

            

 
Case 3.1 If          or          

   = (   ) – (   ) = 0 

    = min(   ,   ) = x – Q 

Case 3.2 If              or                

   =        

    = min(x - Q,   ) =    

Case 4:         < x 

In this case, the demand is higher than the initial order with option quantity so in order 

to have maximum profit, the retailer will exercise total amount of put option quantity. 

   =    

    =    

 

Expected retailer’s profit 

 

The retailer’s profit is a sum of pre-selling season profit with selling season profit. 

            
                                 

           
    

which     
          

    is expected profit of selling season. 

There are four cases to consider as follows: 
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Case 1: If           and           

In this case, the retailer will exercise both put and call option from supplier 1 first. 

    
          

   

 ∫                               

       

 

       

 ∫        

    

       

                       

 ∫           

 

    

            ∫              

    

 

       

 ∫                     

       

    

           

 ∫                                         

 

       

         

Case 2: If           and           

In this case, the retailer will try to exercise put option from supplier 1 and call option 

from supplier 2 first. 

    
          

   

 ∫                               

       

 

       

 ∫        

    

       

                       

 ∫           

 

    

            ∫              

    

 

       

 ∫                        

       

    

        

 ∫                                         

 

       

         

Case 3: If           and           

In this case, the retailer will try to exercise put option from supplier 2 and call option 

from supplier 1 first. 
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 ∫                               

       

 

       

 ∫              

    

       

                 

 ∫           

 

    

            ∫              

    

 

       

 ∫                     

       

    

           

 ∫                                         

 

       

         

Case 4: If           and           

In this case, the retailer will exercise both put and call option from supplier 2 first. 
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4.2.2 Supplier’s profit 

 

Pre-selling season 

Supplier 1’s profit =                     

Supplier 2’s profit =                              

Selling season 

Case 1: 0 < X           
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Supplier1 produce:       

Retailer buy from Supplier 1:       

Supplier’s profit = Salvage value – refund for retailer 

= [(                         

=2             

Supplier2 produce:           

Retailer buy from Supplier 2:           

Supplier’s profit = Salvage value – refund for retailer 

= [(                                 

=2             

Case 2:         < x     

Supplier1 produce:       

Retailer buy from supplier 1:        

Supplier’s profit = Salvage value – refund for retailer 

= [(                           

=                    

 Supplier2 produce:           

Retailer buy from supplier 1:            

Supplier’s profit = Salvage value – refund for retailer 

= [(                                   

=                    

Case 3:   < X            

Supplier1 produce:       

Retailer buy from Supplier 1:        

Supplier’s profit = Salvage value + Sale from option 

= [(                           

= (                  

Supplier2 produce:           

Retailer buy from Supplier 1:            

Supplier’s profit = Salvage value + Sale from option 

= [(                                 
 
 

= (                  

Case 4:         < X 

Supplier1 produce:       

Retailer buy from Supplier 1:       

Supplier’s profit = Salvage value + Sale from option 

= [(                         

=         

Supplier2 produce:           

Retailer buy from Supplier 1:           

Supplier’s profit = Salvage value + Sale from option 

= [(                                 

=         
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Expected supplier’s profit 

 

The supplier’s profit is a sum of pre-selling season profit with selling season profit. The 

supplier’s profit can be considered separately by supplier 1 and supplier 2. 

The supplier 1’s profit 

   (       
 )                           

  (       
 )  

which      
          

    is expected profit of selling season of supplier 1. 

According to the optimal exercised option from the retailer’s decision, there are 4 

different cases as follows: 

Case 1: If           and           

In this case, the retailer will exercise both put and call option from supplier 1 first. 
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Case 2: If           and           

In this case, the retailer will try to exercise put option from supplier 1 and call option 

from supplier 2 first. 
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Case 3: If           and           

In this case, the retailer will try to exercise put option from supplier 2 and call option 

from supplier 1 first. 
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Case 4: If           and           

In this case, the retailer will exercise both put and call option from supplier 2 first. 
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The supplier 2’s profit 

   (       
 )                                    

  (       
 )  

which      
          

    is expected profit of selling season of supplier 2. 

According to the optimal exercised option from the retailer’s decision, there are 4 

different cases as follows: 

Case 1: If           and           

In this case, the retailer will exercise both put and call option from supplier 1 first. 
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Case 4: If           and           

In this case, the retailer will exercise both put and call option from supplier 2 first. 
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CHAPTER 5 

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 

 

In this chapter, numerical experiments are conducted by using MATLAB software. The 

solver “fmincon” is used via optimization toolbox with Interior Point algorithm. The 

experiments are conducted in order to investigate and study the profit of buyer including 

the coordination possibility between buyer and supplier. Moreover, in sensitivity 

analysis, the profit of buyer and supplier will be studied when the parameters are 

changed.  

 

5.1 Conditions on input parameters 

 

The following assumptions should hold true. 

1. In order to ensure that the retailer will accept the use of option contract, we must 

have 

              

2. The option price should be positive to prevent the transfer of all the risks to supplier. 

     

3. To ensure that the retailer shall have profit when exercises call option 

          

4. To persuade the retailer to exercise put option rather than selling excess inventory at 

salvage price  

            

5. Normal conditions on some input parameters 

          

6. Constraints for input variables 

          

0≤ l≤ 1 

 

5.2 Numerical base case 

 

It should be noted that the demands in both periods are assumed to follow uniform 

distribution. 

From the retailer’s profit function derived in Chapter 4, there are four cases to consider 

but in order to analysis the trend, case 1 is similar to case 4 and case 2 is similar to case 

3. Therefore, there would be only two cases that we should conduct numerical 

e x p e r i m e n t s .  

1. The case of put & call from supplier 1 

The values given for all parameters are presented below. 

p =200; Unit retail price 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 1 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 2 

g =70; Unit retailer’s shortage cost  
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v =20; Unit salvage value 

     =120; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =130; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 2 

     =60; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =50; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 2 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 1 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 2 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 1 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 2 

l =0.5; Proportion of initial order purchased from supplier 1 

[a, b] = [5000, 10000]; Range of demand 

Optimal solution 

Q       

retailer's 

profit 

supplier1's 

profit 

supplier2's 

profit 

7371 2338 0 691373.59 241199.40 221130.00 

From the results it can be seen that the retailer will use option contract with only 

supplier 1. This result is understandable. 

2. The case of put from supplier 1 & call from supplier 2 

The values given for all parameters are presented below. 

p =200; Unit retail price 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 1 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 2 

g =70; Unit retailer’s shortage cost  

v =20; Unit salvage value 

     =140; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =130; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 2 

     =60; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =50; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 2 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 1 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 2 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 1 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 2 

l =0.5; Proportion of initial order purchased from supplier 1 

[a, b] = [5000, 10000]; Range of demand 

 

Optimal solution 

Q       

retailer's 

profit 

supplier1's 

profit 

supplier2's 

profit 

7469 1130 1192 681281.75 215418.70 256387.50 

From the results, it can be seen that option contract will be used for both suppliers and 

the option quantity has been split to both supplier.  

Moreover, the single option contract from previous thesis is also studied to find optimal 

solution to use as a benchmark. 

 

If the retailer signs the single option contract with supplier 1  

Optimal solution 
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Q q 

Retailer’s 

profit 

Supplier1’s 

profit 

7618 2173 678971.66 474116.32 

 

If the retailer signs the single option contract with supplier 2  

Optimal solution 

Q q 

Retailer’s 

profit 

Supplier2’s 

profit 

7383 2311 678935.03 474844.07 

From the optimal solutions of both single option contracts, it is clear that the retailer can 

make profit more from option contract with two suppliers by exercising more profitable 

exercise price from each supplier. 

 

5.3 Sensitivity analysis with respect to call exercised price 

 

In this part, the unit exercise price of call option is varied to examine the effect to the 

order quantity and profit of retailer along with profit of each supplier. For the base case, 

only the first base case is chosen because varying the unit exercise price of call and put 

will also change the strategy of retailer to exercise option. The step size of       is 10 

starting with 90 up to 220.  

The parameters used are shown below: 

p =200; Unit retail price 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 1 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 2 

g =70; Unit retailer’s shortage cost  

v =20; Unit salvage value 

     =130; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 2 

     =60; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =50; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 2 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 1 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 2 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 1 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 2 

l =0.5; Proportion of initial order purchased from supplier 1 

[a, b] = [5000, 10000]; Range of demand 

 

In the examined range of     , it is noted that when      is in the range [90,130] the 

retailer will prefer to exercise both put and call option from supplier 1, but when 

         the retailer prefer to use put option from supplier 1 but to use call option 

from supplier 2. 

The results are present in Tables 5.3 and illustrated in Figure 5.1, 5.2 & 5.3. 

 

Table 5.3 Sensitivity analysis result with respect to      

     Q       

retailer's 

profit 

Supplier1's 

profit 

Supplier2's 

profit 

100 7074 2549 0 706534.41 235232.37 212220.00 
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110 7230 2437 0 698556.88 238430.89 216900.00 

120 7371 2338 0 691373.59 241199.39 221130.00 

130 7500 2250 0 684874.99 243562.50 225000.00 

140 7469 1130 1192 681281.75 215418.72 256387.50 

150 7448 681 1668 680140.96 214090.55 258798.26 

160 7435 453 1904 679599.19 215574.59 257904.62 

170 7425 311 2046 679295.15 217167.23 256709.51 

180 7415 208 2143 679112.67 218566.22 255632.21 

190 7405 126 2215 679004.16 219761.29 254701.64 

200 7394 54 2272 678948.186 220800.26 253891.55 

210 7383 0 2311 678935 221490.00 253354.07 

220 7383 0 2311 678935 221490.00 253354.07 

From the results, it can be seen that when      is lower than 130 which means Supplier 

1 dominates both put and call options over Supplier 2, the retailer will decide to buy 

option from Supplier 1 only. This result means that the retailer does not need Supplier 2 

and hence there is no need to study this case further. Furthermore, there exists a range of 

value of     in which the retailer decides to split the order which is the range between 

     = 140 and      = 200. The proportion to split will depend on the price of call 

option exercised in which the higher the call option price from supplier 1, the lower the 

option quantity allocated to supplier 1. This trend is reasonable. Also, when      is 

more than 210, it can be seen that the value of     will have no effect on the retailer’s 

profit anymore. The reason behind this trend is that Supplier 2 in this situation will 

dominate Supplier 1 even though the put option from supplier 1 is more attractive and 

the retailer will decide to choose only Supplier 2 for option contract. The trend of initial 

order also is an increasing trend from     =100 to     =130. This is because it is more 

profitable for the retailer to have more initial order when the price to call from supplier 

1 increases. However, after      = 140, the initial order has a decreasing trend. This is 

when the retailer finds that exercising call option from supplier 2 can also give him the 

profit. The retailer will then reduce initial order in order to exercise more call option 

from supplier 2. 
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Figure 5.1 Retailer’s profit with respect to      

 

From the retailer’s profit showed in Figure 5.1, it can be seen that the profit of retailer 

will decrease sharply at first when the call option exercise price,     , increases. 

However, when         , the retailer’s profit will decrease slightly when 

    increases. This is due to the fact that the retailer splits the option quantity to both 

suppliers, and hence, the profit gained from exercising put option from supplier 2 will 

help to compensate the negative effect on profit when      increases. Furthermore, it is 

noted that when          the retailer profit will not be affected anymore because the 

retailer will use only supplier 2 for option. 

 
 

Figure 5.2 Supplier1’s profit with respect to      

 

There are three ranges to consider for the supplier1’s profit. First, the range between 

         to         , in this range, the retailer will decide to buy only the option 

from supplier1. Increasing the      will lower the option purchased from supplier but 

supplier 1 will get more profit. The second range, between          to         , 

the profit of supplier 1 decreases and then increases. It is important to understand that 

after the order split the option from supplier 1 will have negative effect on the profit of 

himself. This is due to the fact that the retailer will exercise call option from supplier 2 

first and put option from supplier 1 first. From the retailer’s strategy, supplier 1 have to 

refund for excess inventory first and gains benefit only after the retailer exercises all the 

call option from supplier 2. This makes supplier 1’s profit cannot compensate the cost 

from refunding put option and production of   . Furthermore, increasing more option 

from supplier 2 will shorten the range              which is the range that 

supplier 1 makes profit from call option. The trend of decreasing supplier 1’s option 

quantity,   , gives supplier 1 less cost which contradicts the trend of increasing   . It 

can be seen from Figure 5.2 that after         , the effect of decreasing trend of    

wins over the increasing trend of option quantity from supplier 2,   . 
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Figure 5.3 Supplier2’profit with respect to      

 

Same as supplier 1, there are three ranges to analyze supplier2’s profit case. First, the 

range between          to         , the supplier 2’s profit increases in this 

range because of profit from initial order only. After         , the profit increases 

sharply because the retailer will split the option quantity to supplier 2 and will exercise 

call option from supplier 2 first. However, after Wec1=150 to 210, the profit of 

supplier2 decreases, this is because the decreasing trend of   . By reducing   , the range 

that supplier 2 do not have to refund for put (        ) will be shorten. Hence, 

supplier 2 now has to refund for the put option exercise more and gains less profit. 

After,         , there will be no effect on profit of supplier 2 because the retailer 

places all the option quantity to supplier 2. 

 

5.4 Sensitivity analysis with respect to put exercise price 

 

In this part, put option exercise price will be varied and studied the effect. From the 

previous sensitivity analysis with respect to call exercise price, it is clear that when one 

supplier dominates the other, there will be no split order and the retailer will decide to 

choose only one supplier. Hence, there is no need to consider the case when one 

supplier dominates the other further. Hence,      will be varied with a step size of 5 

starting with      =60 to      = 90. In this case, the retailer will try to exercise put 

from supplier 1 and call from supplier 2 first. The parameters used are shown below: 

Case of exercising put from supplier 1 & call from supplier 2 

p =200; Unit retail price 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 1 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 2 

g =70; Unit retailer’s shortage cost  

v =20; Unit salvage value 

     =140; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 1 
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     =130; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 2 

     =60; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =50; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 2 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 1 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 2 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 1 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 2 

l =0.5; Proportion of initial order purchased from supplier 1 

[a, b] = [5000, 10000]; Range of demand 

 

Table 5.4 Sensitivity analysis with respect to      

     Q       

retailer's 

profit  

supplier1's 

profit 

supplier2's 

profit 

60 7469 1130 1192 681281.75 215418.72 256387.50 

65 7534 1453 846 683686.01 217558.45 251398.31 

70 7606 1695 571 686495.62 219411.77 246243.01 

75 7685 1893 334 689633.78 220525.62 241407.00 

80 7771 2066 116 693074.48 220866.22 236944.08 

85 7839 2156 0 696793.93 218135.44 235170.00 

90 7881 2161 0 700638.46 212047.44 236430.00 

From the result, most of      values will lead to split order except at          where 

it makes Supplier 1 dominate Supplier 2. There is also a trend that retailer try to buy 

more initial order when       is higher. This is because when       is low the retailer 

tries to avoid exercising put option which causes the retailer to buy less initial order. 

When      increases, it is reasonable for the retailer to buy more initial order because 

of higher profit from exercising put option. When the initial order increases, the retailer 

will exercise call option less which is obvious in the decreasing trend of option quantity 

from supplier 2 in this case. 

 
 

Figure 5.4 Retailer’s profit with respect to      
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From Table 5.4 and Figure 5.4, the retailer’s profit increases when      increases. This 

trend is understandable. 

 
 

Figure 5.5 Supplier1’s profit with respect to      

 

Related to the profit of supplier1, It can be seen from Table 5.4 that when    increases, 

it has negative effect on profit of supplier 1 because the retailer prefer to place put 

option from supplier 1. However, due to the increase of initial order, the profit of 

supplier 1 will firstly increase but later it will decrease when the profit from the increase 

of initial order cannot compensate the loss due to the increase of put option price. 

 
 

Figure 5.6 Supplier2’s profit with respect to      

 

Related to the profit of supplier 2, it can be seen that as      increases    decreases. 

When    decreases, it has negative effect on profit of supplier 2 because the profit 
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comes from call option will be reduced. However, the profit of supplier 2 will increase 

later (When        ) because the retailer will not buy option from supplier 2, but the 

initial order increases. 

 

5.5 Sensitivity analysis with respect to salvage value 

 

In this part, salvage value will be varied and studied the effect. Only the case 2, i.e., 

exercising put from supplier1 and call from supplier2, will be considered. The salvage 

value will be varied with a step size of 5 starting with v=5 to v=40. The parameters used 

are shown below: 

p =200; Unit retail price 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 1 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 2 

g =70; Unit retailer’s shortage cost  

     =140; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =130; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 2 

     =60; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =50; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 2 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 1 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 2 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 1 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 2 

l =0.5; Proportion of initial order purchased from supplier 1 

[a, b] = [5000, 10000]; Range of demand 

Table 5.5 Sensitivity analysis with respect to salvage value 

v(Salvage) 

Retailer's 

profit Q       

Supplier1's 

profit 

Supplier2's 

profit 

5 681257.29 7453 1124 1218 194262.59 243041.46 

10 681264.01 7457 1125 1211 201279.75 247552.17 

15 681272.02 7462 1127 1203 208308.53 252016.22 

20 681281.75 7469 1130 1192 215418.72 256387.50 

25 681293.79 7476 1133 1180 222598.63 260681.82 

30 681309.09 7486 1136 1164 229914.66 264817.15 

35 681329.17 7499 1141 1143 237401.19 268748.04 

40 681356.69 7517 1148 1114 245172.94 272347.02 

From the result, when the salvage value increases, the initial order from the retailer 

increases because there will be more profit when there exists excess inventory. From the 

higher initial order, it is reasonable to have more supplier1’s option quantity, which is 

more profitable in term of put, and less supplier 2 option quantity, which is less 

profitable in term of put. 
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Figure 5.7 Retailer’s profit with respect to salvage value 

 

From the figure 5.7, the retailer’s profit increases when salvage value increases 

 
 

Figure 5.8 Supplier1’s profit with respect to salvage value 

 

From Figures 5.8&5.9, the suppliers’ profits also increase when salvage value increases. 

The above trends are understandable 
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Figure 5.9 Supplier2’s profit with respect to salvage value 

 

5.6 Sensitivity analysis with respect to option price 

 

In this part, option price from supplier 1 is varied and studied in case of exercising put 

from supplier 1 and call from supplier 2. The option price from supplier 1, o1, will be 

varied with a step size of 1 starting from 1 to 15.  

The parameters used are shown as follows: 

p =200; Unit retail price 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 1 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 2 

g =70; Unit retailer’s shortage cost  

v =20; Unit salvage value 

     =140; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =130; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 2 

     =60; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =50; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 2 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 2 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 1 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 2 

l =0.5; Proportion of initial order purchased from supplier 1 

[a, b] = [5000, 10000]; Range of demand 

 

It can be seen from Table 5.6 that the option quantity allocated to supplier 1 reduces as 

   increases. On the other hand, the option quantity allocated to supplier 2 increases as 

    increases. This means that the retailer will try to move the option quantity to the one 

that is more profitable. The initial order also increases as option allocated to supplier 1 

decrease. This is because the option from supplier 1 is preferred for put option. It is 

noted that at     = 5, the retailer starts to split the option quantity to supplier 2. After this 

point, the initial order will decrease slowly. This happens because when o1 go higher it 
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will be more profitable to move the option quantity to supplier 2. Because supplier 2 is 

more profitable in term of call option, hence, it is reasonable for the retailer to reduce 

the initial order when he has more option quantity from supplier 2. 

 

Table 5.6 Sensitivity analysis with respect to    

   Q       

Retailer's 

profit 

Supplier1's 

profit 

Supplier2's 

profit 

1 7513 2464 0 697518.17 227538.61 225390.00 

2 7526 2427 0 695072.67 230032.10 225780.00 

3 7539 2391 0 692663.52 232443.98 226170.00 

4 7552 2355 0 690290.70 234793.08 226560.00 

5 7551 2217 115 687975.85 232897.22 231124.71 

6 7530 1945 385 685894.45 226366.80 240048.75 

7 7510 1674 654 684084.97 221269.01 247229.93 

8 7489 1402 923 682547.41 217342.80 252769.81 

9 7469 1130 1192 681281.75 215418.72 256387.50 

10 7448 858 1462 680288.01 214612.90 258393.50 

11 7428 586 1731 679566.19 215264.19 258644.00 

12 7407 314 2000 679116.28 217331.70 257186.00 

13 7386 42 2269 678938.28 220817.95 254008.55 

14 7383 0 2311 678935.03 221490.00 253354.07 

15 7383 0 2311 678935.03 221490.00 253354.07 

 

 
 

Figure 6.1 Retailer’s profit with respect to option price from supplier 1 

 

From Figure 6.1, the retailer’s profit decreases when the option price from supplier 1 

increase since it is a direct cost for retailer. After o1 = 9, the retailer’s profit decreases 

slightly. This is due to the fact that the retailer splits the option quantity to both 

suppliers which reduces the negative effect of increasing     on retailer’s profit. 
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Figure 6.2 Supplier 1’s profit with respect to option price from supplier 1 

 

From Figure 6.2, it can be seen that supplier 1 has maximum profit at     =4. It is when 

he increases the option price but the retailer still do not split the option quantity. After 

the retailer starts to purchase option from supplier 2, the profit from supplier 1 drops 

until o1=10. This drop is from the loss profit from call option.  Splitting option to 

supplier 2 will have negative impact on profit of supplier 1. However, when      , 

the profit of supplier 1 will increase again due to the increase of    and the decrease of 

   which has the negative effect due to the refunding of put option. 

 
 

Figure 6.3 Supplier 2’s profit with respect to option price from supplier 1 

 

In contrast with profit from supplier1, the supplier2’s profit increases sharply when the 

option order is split. There is maximum profit at o1=11. After that, the supplier2’s profit 
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will drop due to the decreasing of   . Reducing    will shorten the range that supplier 2 

do not have to refund for put (        ). Hence, supplier 2 now has to refund 

for the put option exercise more and gains less profit. 

 

5.7 Sensitivity analysis with respect to shortage cost 

 

In this part, shortage cost for the retailer is varied and studied for the case of exercising 

put from supplier 1 and call from supplier 2. The shortage cost will be varied with a step 

size of 10 starting from 10 to 100. 

The parameters used are shown as follows: 

p =200; Unit retail price 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 1 

  =100; Unit wholesale price from supplier 2 

g =70; Unit retailer’s shortage cost  

v =20; Unit salvage value 

     =140; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =130; Unit call exercised price of option from supplier 2 

     =60; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 1 

     =50; Unit put exercised price of option from supplier 2 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 1 

   =9; Unit option premium price from supplier 2 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 1 

   = 40; Unit cost production from supplier 2 

l =0.5; Proportion of initial order purchased from supplier 1 

[a, b] = [5000, 10000]; Range of demand 

 

The result from Table 5.7 shows that when the shortage cost increases, the initial order 

and option quantity from supplier 1 increase. This happens because the retailer will try 

to avoid shortage. Therefore, the retailer should place high initial order and option 

quantity and more option from supplier 1 to exercise put option. 

 

Table 5.7 Sensitivity analysis with respect to shortage cost 

g(shortage cost) 

retailer's 

profit Q       

Supplier1's 

profit 

Supplier2's 

profit 

10 681733.846 7418 1029 1192 217172.736 255837.328 

20 681618.131 7431 1055 1192 216768.8 255979.392 

30 681524.813 7442 1076 1192 216416.64 256092.448 

40 681447.963 7450 1093 1192 216120.064 256187.024 

50 681383.575 7457 1107 1192 215863.584 256263.52 

60 681328.846 7463 1119 1192 215636.256 256329.088 

70 681281.753 7469 1130 1192 215418.72 256387.504 

80 681240.802 7473 1139 1192 215242.016 256438.368 

90 681204.866 7477 1147 1192 215078.944 256482.08 

100 681173.076 7481 1154 1192 214930.272 256518.64 
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Figure 6.4 Retailer’s profit with respect to shortage cost 

 

The retailer’s profit decreases when shortage cost increases. This trend is reasonable. 

 
 

Figure 6.5 Supplier 1’s profit with respect to shortage cost 

 

Related to supplier 1, from Figure 6.5, supplier 1’s profit reduces as shortage cost 

increases. This is because the retailer places more initial order and option quantity to 

supplier 1. The preference to use put option from supplier 1 will then lead to the 

decrease in profit of supplier 1. 
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Figure 6.6 Supplier 2’s profit with respect to shortage cost 

 

Related to supplier 2 from Figure 6.6, supplier 2’s profit increases when shortage cost 

increases. The reason behind this is the retailer buys more initial order and option from 

supplier 1. The preference to use put option from supplier 1 will lead to the less refund 

for put option for supplier 2 which then lead to the increase in profit of supplier 2. The 

increasing of initial order also increases profit of supplier 2. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

This research studies a case of one buyer and two suppliers using option contract with 

put and call options. Each of suppliers offers the contract with the related prices. Then, 

the retailer decides how much to order and places initial order and option quantity. Due 

to the uncertainty in demand, the actual demand can be higher or lower than the expect 

demand. When there is updated demand information, the retailer will adjust initial order 

by exercising option from the supplier that has more profitable option exercise price. 

The retailer will exercise call option when the update demand is more than initial order, 

or put option when the updated demand is less than initial order. 

 

From numerical experiments, this research finds that only the case of one supplier 

dominates call exercise price and the other supplier dominates put exercise price that 

makes retailer split the order. In other cases, the retailer will decide to choose only one 

supplier that dominates the price to purchase option contract. By studying the splitting 

order case, it can be concluded that this contract can help the retailer to gain more profit 

in comparison to single option contract. By exercising option from supplier that gives 

more profit, the retailer will gain benefit from more profitable put and call option 

exercise price from each supplier. However, from supplier perspective, even though it 

makes better profit for the supplier who dominates call exercise price, but the other 

supplier who dominates put exercise price might face negative effect from this contract. 

For the supplier who dominates in term of put option, by having option contract in 

which the retailer will exercise put option first and has call option that will be exercised 

after the other supplier, the profit from call option mays not compensate the cost of 

refunding by put option. This makes unfair profit allocation between the two suppliers 

and less profit for supplier with higher put exercise price. However, there still exists a 

range of option price that can make both suppliers to have fair and comparative profits. 

 

For future research, it is noted that the retailer’s strategy to exercise option contract in 

this research is to exercise to option from supplier that gives more profit. In order to 

make coordination, the strategy that gives more fair profit should be studied further.  
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APPENDIXES 

 

Appendix 1: MATLAB code for analyzing the retailer’s profit in case of exercising put 

option from supplier 1 and call option from supplier 1 

function b = three_var_case1(e) 

Q= e(1); 

q_1=e(2); 

q_2=e(3); 

p=200; 

w_1=100; 

w_2=100; 

g=70; 

v=20; 

W_ec1=120;   

W_ec2=130; 

W_ep1=60;    

W_ep2=50; 

o_1=9; 

o_2=9; 

l=0.5; 

syms x; 

%put1andcall1preferred 

D1 = int((W_ep1*q_1+W_ep2*q_2+p*x+v*(Q-q_1-q_2-x))*(1/5000),x,5000,Q-q_1-

q_2); 

D21 = int((p*x+(W_ep1*q_1)+(W_ep2*(Q-x-q_1)))*(1/5000),x,Q-q_1-q_2,Q-q_1); 

D22 = int((p*x+(W_ep1*(Q-x)))*(1/5000),x,Q-q_1,Q); 

D31 = int((p*x-(W_ec1*(x-Q)))*(1/5000),x,Q,Q+q_1); 

D32 = int((p*x-(W_ec1*q_1)-(W_ec2*(x-Q-q_1)))*(1/5000),x,Q+q_1,Q+q_1+q_2); 

D4 = int((p*(Q+q_1+q_2)-(W_ec1*q_1)-(W_ec2*q_2)-g*(x-

(Q+q_1+q_2)))*(1/5000),x,Q+q_1+q_2,10000); 

b = -(-(w_1*l*Q)-(w_2*(1-l)*Q)-(o_1*q_1)-

(o_2*q_2)+D1+D21+D22+D31+D32+D4); 

 

b = double(b); 
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Appendix 2: MATLAB code for analyzing the retailer’s profit in case of exercising put 

option from supplier 1 and call option from supplier 2 

 

function b = three_var_case2(e) 

Q= e(1); 

q_1=e(2); 

q_2=e(3); 

 

p=200; 

w_1=100; 

w_2=100; 

g=70; 

v=20; 

W_ec1=140;   

W_ec2=130; 

W_ep1=60;    

W_ep2=50; 

o_1=9; 

o_2=9; 

l=0.5; 

syms x; 

 

%put1andcall2preferred 

 

 

D1 = int((W_ep1*q_1+W_ep2*q_2+p*x+v*(Q-q_1-q_2-x))*(1/5000),x,5000,Q-q_1-

q_2); 

D21 = int((p*x+(W_ep1*q_1)+(W_ep2*(Q-x-q_1)))*(1/5000),x,Q-q_1-q_2,Q-q_1); 

D22 = int((p*x+(W_ep1*(Q-x)))*(1/5000),x,Q-q_1,Q); 

D31 = int((p*x-(W_ec2*(x-Q)))*(1/5000),x,Q,Q+q_2); 

D32 = int((p*x-(W_ec1*(x-Q-q_2))-(W_ec2*q_2))*(1/5000),x,Q+q_2,Q+q_1+q_2); 

D4=int((p*(Q+q_1+q_2)-(W_ec1*q_1)-(W_ec2*q_2)-g*(x-

(Q+q_1+q_2)))*(1/5000),x,Q+q_1+q_2,10000); 

b = -(-(w_1*l*Q)-(w_2*(1-l)*Q)-(o_1*q_1)-

(o_2*q_2)+D1+D21+D22+D31+D32+D4); 

 

b = double(b); 
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Appendix 3: MATLAB code for analyzing the supplier 1’s profit in case of exercising 

put option from supplier 1 and call option from supplier 1 

 

p=200; 

w_1=100; 

w_2=100; 

g=70; 

v=20; 

W_ec1=120;   

W_ec2=130; 

W_ep1=60;    

W_ep2=50; 

o_1=9; 

o_2=9; 

l=0.5; 

c_1= 40; 

c_2=40; 

syms x; 

Q = 7500 ; % vary after retailer's optimal 

q_1 = 2250;% vary after retailer's optimal 

q_2 = 0;% vary after retailer's optimal 

%put1andcall1preferred 

 

 

 

D1 = int(((2*q_1*v)-(W_ep1*q_1))*(1/5000),x,5000,Q-q_1-q_2); 

 

D21 = int(((2*q_1*v)-(W_ep1*q_1))*(1/5000), x,Q-q_1-q_2,Q-q_1); 

 

D22 = int((((q_1+(Q-x))*v)-(W_ep1*(Q-x)))*(1/5000), x, Q-q_1,Q); 

 

D31 = int(((q_1-(x-Q))*v+(W_ec1*(x-Q)))*(1/5000), x, Q, Q+q_1); 

 

D32 = int((W_ec1*q_1)*(1/5000), x, Q+q_1,Q+q_1+q_2); 

 

D4 = int((W_ec1*q_1)*(1/5000), x, Q+q_1+q_2, 10000); 

s1 = ((w_1*l*Q)+(o_1*q_1)-(c_1*(Q*l+q_1))+D1+D21+D22+D31+D32+D4) 
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Appendix 4: MATLAB code for analyzing the supplier 1’s profit in case of exercising 

put option from supplier 1 and call option from supplier 2 

 

 

p=200; 

w_1=100; 

w_2=100; 

g=70; 

v=20; 

W_ec1=140;   

W_ec2=130; 

W_ep1=60;    

W_ep2=50; 

o_1=9;    

o_2=9; 

l=0.5; 

c_1= 40; 

c_2= 40; 

syms x; 

Q=0;% vary after retailer's optimal 

q_1=0;% vary after retailer's optimal 

q_2=0;% vary after retailer's optimal 

 

%put1andcall2preferred 

 

 

 

D1 = int(((2*q_1*v)-(W_ep1*q_1))*(1/5000),x,5000,Q-q_1-q_2) 

 

D21 = int(((2*q_1*v)-(W_ep1*q_1))*(1/5000), x,Q-q_1-q_2,Q-q_1) 

 

D22 = int((((q_1+(Q-x))*v)-(W_ep1*(Q-x)))*(1/5000), x, Q-q_1,Q) 

 

D31 = int((q_1*v)*(1/5000), x, Q, Q+q_2) 

 

D32 = int(((q_1-(x-Q-q_2))*v+(W_ec1*(x-Q-q_2)))*(1/5000), x, Q+q_2,Q+q_1+q_2) 

 

D4 = int((W_ec1*q_1)*(1/5000), x, Q+q_1+q_2, 10000) 

s1 = ((w_1*l*Q)+(o_1*q_1)-(c_1*(Q*l+q_1))+D1+D21+D22+D31+D32+D4) 
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Appendix 5: MATLAB code for analyzing the supplier 2’s profit in case of exercising 

put option from supplier 1 and call option from supplier 1 

 

p=200; 

w_1=100; 

w_2=100; 

g=70; 

v=20; 

W_ec1=120;   

W_ec2=130; 

W_ep1=60;    

W_ep2=50; 

o_1=9; 

o_2=9; 

l=0.5; 

c_1= 40; 

c_2=40; 

syms x; 

Q = 7500 ;% vary after retailer's optimal 

q_1 = 2250;% vary after retailer's optimal 

q_2 = 0;% vary after retailer's optimal 

%put1andcall1preferred 

 

 

 

D1 = int(((2*q_2*v)-(W_ep2*q_2))*(1/5000),x,5000,Q-q_1-q_2); 

 

D21 = int((((q_2+(Q-x-q_1))*v)-(W_ep2*(Q-x-q_1)))*(1/5000), x,Q-q_1-q_2,Q-q_1); 

 

D22 = int((q_2*v)*(1/5000), x, Q-q_1,Q); 

 

D31 = int((q_2*v)*(1/5000), x, Q, Q+q_1); 

 

D32 = int(((q_2-(x-Q-q_1))*v+W_ec2*(x-Q-q_1))*(1/5000), x, Q+q_1,Q+q_1+q_2); 

 

D4 = int((W_ec2*q_2)*(1/5000), x, Q+q_1+q_2, 10000); 

s2 = ((w_2*(1-l)*Q)+(o_2*q_2)-(c_2*(Q*(1-l)+q_2))+D1+D21+D22+D31+D32+D4) 
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Appendix 6: MATLAB code for analyzing the supplier 2’s profit in case of exercising 

put option from supplier 1 and call option from supplier 2 

 

p=200; 

w_1=100; 

w_2=100; 

g=70; 

v=20; 

W_ec1=140;   

W_ec2=130; 

W_ep1=60;    

W_ep2=50; 

o_1=9;    

o_2=9; 

l=0.5; 

c_1= 40; 

c_2= 40; 

syms x; 

Q=0;% vary after retailer's optimal 

q_1=0;% vary after retailer's optimal 

q_2=0;% vary after retailer's optimal 

 

%put1andcall2preferred 

 

 

 

D1 = int(((2*q_2*v)-(W_ep2*q_2))*(1/5000),x,5000,Q-q_1-q_2); 

 

D21 = int((((q_2+(Q-x-q_1))*v)-(W_ep2*(Q-x-q_1)))*(1/5000), x,Q-q_1-q_2,Q-q_1); 

 

D22 = int((q_2*v)*(1/5000), x, Q-q_1,Q); 

 

D31 = int(((q_2-(x-Q))*v+W_ec2*(x-Q))*(1/5000), x, Q, Q+q_2); 

 

D32 = int((W_ec2*q_2)*(1/5000), x, Q+q_2,Q+q_1+q_2); 

 

D4 = int((W_ec2*q_2)*(1/5000), x, Q+q_1+q_2, 10000); 

s2 = ((w_2*(1-l)*Q)+(o_2*q_2)-(c_2*(Q*(1-l)+q_2))+D1+D21+D22+D31+D32+D4) 

 
 


